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Android version 7. 1. 1 features

Android can be confusing. There are a lot of different versions, and many of them are still running on today's devices. Keeping up with the latest version can be challenging, but not fret - we have it covered. RELATED: Fragmentation isn't Android's fault; major Android versions of manufacturers are generally released once a year (though it wasn't always the case), with monthly security updates posted in
between. Occasionally, Google also releases point updates (.1, .2, etc.), although those generally come without regularity. Often, more significant updates that aren't as significant as full versions warrant a dot update, such as upgrading From Android 8.0 to Android 8.1, for example. Next to each version of Android is a code name, which many people use instead of the version number. Each is named after
a dessert or some other form of clothing, which is more for fun than anything else. A brief history of Android versions we thought was appropriate to give a brief summary of each version of Android in the name of the accompanying code and the release date. You know, completely. Android 1.5, Cupcake: April 27, 2009 Android 1.6, Donut: September 15, 2009 Android 2.0-2.1, Eclair: October 26, 2009 (initial
release) Android 2.2-2.2.3, Froyo: May 20, 2010 (initial release) Android 2.3-2.3.7, Gingerbread: December 6, 2010 (initial release) Android 3.3 0-3.2.6, Honeycomb: February 22, 2011 (initial release) Android 4.0-4.0.4, Ice Cream Sandwich: October 18, 2011 (initial release) Android 4.1-4.3.1 , Jelly Bean: July 9, 2012 (initial release) Android 4.4-4.4.4 , KitKat: October 31, 2013 (initial release) Android 5.0-
5.1.1, Lollipop: November 12, 2014 (initial release) Android 6.0-6.0.1, Marshmallow: October 5, 2015 (initial release) Android 7.0-7.1.2, Nougat: August 22, 2016 (initial release) Android 8.0-8.1, Oreo: August 21, 2017 (initial release) Android 9.0, Pie: August 6, 2018 Android 10.0 : September 3, 2019 Android 11.0: September 8, 2020 As you can see, the update system was without any regularity at first , but
the Ice Cream Sandwich era began the annual calendar of update of versions of the operating system. Some other funny notes: Honeycomb was the only specific version of the Android tablet, and ran alongside gingerbread building for phones. The separate phone and tablet operating system were combined from Ice Cream Sandwich. Ice Cream Sandwich was arguably the most dramatic Android update
to date. Not only did it combine tablet and phone versions of the operating system, but it completely revised the look and feel of the system. Google initially launched developer-focused Nexus devices to highlight the version of Android. This eventually became the consumer-focused Pixel device line we have today. Android KitKat marked the first time Google joined a commercial manufacturer for an Android
version. They did it again for Android Oreo. The latest version of Android is 11.0 The initial version of Android 11.0 was released on September 8, 2020, Google's Pixel smartphones, as well as phones from OnePlus, Xiaomi, Oppo and RealMe. Unlike the first versions of Android, this version does not have a nice dessert name , or any other type of name beyond the version number. It's just Android 11.
Google still plans to use dessert names internally for development constructions. For example, Android 11 was called red velvet cake key. RELATED: The best new features on Android 11, available now as with Android 10 before that, Android 11 includes a number of new changes and user-oriented features. The highlight is an integrated screen recorder, smart home controls in the power menu, renewed
media controls and a dedicated space for messaging notifications. How to check your version of Android Here's the fun part about Android: how to figure out even the simplest information varies depending not only on which version of Android your phone is running, but also who manufactured the device. But we'll keep it as simple as possible here. Go ahead and open the phone's settings menu by pulling
down the notification shadow, and then tapping the gear icon. From there, scroll to the bottom of the menu and tap the About Phone entry (you can also read About Device). If your phone doesn't have this option, you're probably running Oreo, which has received a pretty dramatic configuration review. In this case, look for System. There should be an entry for the Android version, again, depending on the
device and android version, it may be different. In Oreo, you can find the version information in the System Update section. How to upgrade to the latest version The short answer is also an unfortunate one: you may not be able to do so. Android updates are first treated by the phone manufacturer, so Samsung is responsible for your updates, LG handles updating your phone, and so on. The only updates
google manages itself are for Pixel and Nexus devices. RELATED: Why your Android phone isn't getting operating system updates and what you can do about it to see if an update is available for your device, go to Settings &gt; About Device System Updates &gt; (or similar). Again, this may be in a different place depending on the phone: Samsung puts the System Updates option at the root of the
Settings menu, for example. If you tap this option, an update will be searched on your device, but there's a good chance you won't find anything. As soon as an update is available for your phone, you are usually notified of this fact, and ask you to download and install immediately then. The only safe way to make sure you will have Android version is to buy from the Pixel line. Google updates these phones
directly, and they are usually up to date with the latest important versions and security patches. (Pocket-lint) - Google has updated Android to Android 10 and is now rolling out the update. Google promised that it is working with several partners to launch or update devices on Android 10. If you don't already own a phone that hasn't been updated yet, updated, wait anywhere from a few weeks to a few
months to get the update. Some devices, including older ones, may not even receive it. We're keeping a running list of when Android 10 will come for your phone right here. Pocket Android updates usually have dessert-themed names, in alphabetical order. However, months before publication, they have codenames. For example, Android Pie was Android P, and before that, Android Oreo was Android O.
This year, we had Android Q. Luckily, Google didn't give us Android Quiche. Instead, he dropped the sweet names and decided to use numbers, starting with Android 10.On the surface, Android 10 looks a lot like Pie. It's as much business as usual. Pocket-lintHere are some of the biggest features included in Android 10.Android 10 users can allow a dark mode to darken everything from notifications to
settings. Unlike previous dark themes built into the stock Android experience, however, it applies to all apps that support it, too. Here's how to turn it on: Go to Settings &gt; Display Fence in Dark Theme. If you look at your quick settings menu (swipe down from the top), you can also access a dark mode switch there. You may need to click the pencil icon in the bottom left corner of the Quick Settings drop-
down menu to find the new settings. Android 10 comes with new tools designed to help you disconnect. The largest of these is focus mode. To activate it, you must have the Digital Wellness app. Go to Settings &gt; Digital Wellness and Parental Controls &gt; Ways to Disconnect. You'll see three options: Tap each one to configure it: dashboard (set timers for specific apps); Wind Down (use Night Light to
dye the screen for dim lighting and turn on Don't Disturb); Focus mode (pause apps like Facebook or Instagram so you can literally focus and not get distracted). With live captions, your Google Assistant can process your device's voice to near-zero latency, publish transcriptions in real time, even when you don't have a network connection. Think of these as real-time captions for almost everything on your
phone, and everything happens locally on your device. Closed subtitles are crucial for deaf and hard-to-hear people. You can enable this feature in accessibility settings. The back button, a classic navigation feature on Android, has been removed on Android 10. Alternatively, the update includes a complete set of gestures for Android users to go beyond buttons, virtual or otherwise. So instead of the three
icons at the bottom of the screen, you'll see a black ribbon with a dash in the center (or strip white with a black background, depending on the background color of the page). Google has made optional gestures, however. Here's how to enable them: Go to Settings &gt; System &gt; Gestures &gt; System Navigation (or 3-button navigation) From the three options, select Gesture Navigation. There will be a
tutorial of the different gestures and how to use them. use them. you can click the configuration gear to the right of Gesture Navigation to set the sensitivity of the screen when you swipe back. Android 10 includes new privacy features such as new location permissions, background activity restrictions, data changes, and IDs, among others! Learn more about trying and updating @AndroidDev →
pic.twitter.com/Oz7p48z3tl apps in this #Android10Read. To find out which apps have permission to track and change your location, follow these steps: Go to Settings Go to Apps &amp; Notifications &gt; Permission Manager &gt; Location, you'll receive a list of all apps that are allowed to track your phone's location. Tap each ad to change its permission to Allow all the time, Allow only while using the app
or Deny. There is a new Privacy Settings menu. It's where you can find things like lock screen notification controls, as well as an autofill manager for forms, and various other privacy features. Pocket-lintIn Android 10, you get more notification control options. When you swipe a notification, you'll be able to mark notifications for this app as silent (to stop) or alert (so price a ping). If you don't like it, you can
press Turn off notifications. GoogleThis is Google's solution for better multitasking on a phone. It reminds us of Facebook Messenger's chat heads, but this Android 10 implementation will be all over the system. In a blog post for Android developers, Google provided guidelines for developers to implement the feature in their apps. Bubbles work like this: When you get an alert from an app that uses Bubbles,
a small circular notification will appear on the screen for you to tap. For a messaging app, for example, you'd tap bubble notification to see maybe a conversation thread or reply without having to launch the entire app. Google suggested that developers could also use bubbles for notes, arrival times and calls. Google includes limits on access apps that will have photos, videos, audio, and files downloaded to
devices. Control more about how apps resume and pause when running in the background. A new configuration panel API that will allow developers to push a popup menu for settings such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and NFC, so users won't go to settings and back. Improved sharing shortcuts, designed to make sharing goals clearer so you can jump directly to other apps. Google supports folding phones: there's
even a Android 10 folding screen so developers can see how their apps could be viewed. Pocket Opening Settings on Your Phone Go to System Update &gt; System &gt; If Android 10 Update Is Available your specific phone will appear and take a few minutes to install. If the update is n't available yet, you'll need to wait longer. Depending on the phone and its manufacturer, it may take several weeks or
months to receive the update, if it arrives at all. For more information about which phones will be able to upgrade to Android 10, see our separate guide. Written by Maggie Tillman. En Tillman.
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